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Published shortly after Star Trek: The Next Generation ended its seven season run and before both the premiere of the seventh feature film and the debut of Star Trek's third spin-off, Voyager, Where No One Has Gone Before covers Star Trek's first 28 years, from its creative genesis as the proposed chronicles of Starfleet Capt. Robert April and the Starship Yorktown to the pre-production of Star Trek: Voyager (which ended its run in 2001). Although its well-written and includes two essays by the late great Isaac Asimov, informative sidebars in each chapter and an introduction by The original Star Trek intro line actually said “...where no man has gone before.” This was changed in Star Trek, The Next Generation to match the original White House pamphlet, “...no one has gone before” in order to be more politically correct. While it’s possible there might be some part of the universe no intelligent being has gone before, that seems somewhat unlikely, in terms of where the humans are capable of going in the series. Thus, use of the original meaning of “man,” in the gender neutral sense (note: the word man was originally exclusively gender neutral), makes a lot more sense than using “one.”